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Abstract: Multiway spatial join plays an important role in GIS (Geographic Information Systems) and
their applications. With the increase in spatial data volumes, the performance of multiway spatial
join has encountered a computation bottleneck in the context of big data. Parallel or distributed
computing platforms, such as MapReduce and Spark, are promising for resolving the intensive
computing issue. Previous approaches have focused on developing single-threaded join algorithms
as an optimizing and partition strategy for parallel computing. In this paper, we present an effective
high-performance multiway spatial join algorithm with Spark (MSJS) to overcome the multiway
spatial join bottleneck. MSJS handles the problem through cascaded pairwise join. Using the power of
Spark, the formerly inefficient cascaded pairwise spatial join is transformed into a high-performance
approach. Experiments using massive real-world data sets prove that MSJS outperforms existing
parallel approaches of multiway spatial join that have been described in the literature.
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1. Introduction

Spatial analysis is the core engine that drives research and applications of GIS. It can be used
to explore spatial patterns and trends that might otherwise be difficult to detect [1]. Spatial join is
a fundamental function of spatial analysis. It connects apparently unrelated data through spatial
relationships and can facilitate data fusion. Early studies of how to improve the efficiency of spatial
join were focused on the optimization of the algorithms. The PBSM algorithm partitions the inputs
into manageable chunks and then joins them using a computational, geometry-based, plane-sweeping
technique [2]. In [3], the author presents a scalable sweeping-based spatial join algorithm that achieves
both efficiency with real-life data and robustness against highly skewed and worst-case datasets.
TOUCH, a novel in-memory spatial join algorithm, uses hierarchical data-oriented space partitioning
to permit a small memory footprint and a low number of comparisons [4]. To improve computational
efficiency, cloud technologies are emerging as a new solution. The first spatial join algorithm with
MapReduce is provided in [5]. Eldawy and Mokbel present a MapReduce-based spatial join method
built in Spatial Hadoop, which is a MapReduce extension to Apache Hadoop that was designed
specifically for spatial data [6]. In addition, with the development of efficient distributed memory
computing platforms such as Spark, research has begun to focus on increasing the efficiency of spatial
join queries with the help of Apache Spark [7–10].

Multiway spatial join is an extension of spatial join with multiple-inputs [11]. For example, the
spatial query of “finding all the forests crossed by a river in each state” is a typical example of a
multiway spatial join, which analyzes spatial relations among “forests”, “rivers” and “states” using
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“cross” and “within”. Similar examples are common in many other GIS applications. With the increase
in spatial data volumes, the performance of multiway spatial join meets a bottleneck challenge in
the context of big data [12]. How to solve the bottleneck challenge is an important research task for
distributed spatial analysis [13].

The past two decades have witnessed many efforts to optimize both pairwise or two-way
spatial join [2–4,14] and multiway spatial join [11,15–20]. Parallelized spatial join algorithms have
been proposed to improve the performance of spatial joins [21–24]. Recently, the most popular
high-performance computing framework, MapReduce [25], has received considerable attention in this
field. Many pairwise spatial join approaches [5,6,26] have been implemented on the MapReduce
platform. However, few studies have investigated the processing of multiway spatial joins in
parallel. Recently, Gupta et al. [12] proposed an effective multiway spatial join algorithm called
Controlled-Replicate on the MapReduce platform. Compared with a naïve All-Replicate method,
the Controlled-Replicate method replicates a much smaller number of rectangles, thereby incurring
a much lower communication cost among cluster nodes. Compared with another naïve two-way
cascade method, the Controlled-Replicate method avoids processing large intermediate join results by
processing them as a sequence of two map-reduce cycles, thereby incurring much lower reading and
writing costs. Although the Controlled-Replicate method minimizes communication by exploiting
the spatial locations of the rectangles, it requires two map-reduce cycles, and there is a trade-off in
communication cost between the two map-reduce cycles. By increasing the communication in the
first cycle by a small amount, communication in the second map-reduce cycle can be greatly reduced.
Based on this trade-off principle, Gupta et al. [27] improved the Controlled-Replicate method by
reducing the replicates and communication cost among cluster nodes. By importing a variable called ε

to expend partitions and allocate more entities to each reducer, the replicates are fewer than those in
the Controlled-Replicate method, which decreases the communication cost. However, regardless of
the number of replicates, a round of two MapReduce jobs involves huge reading and writing costs.
As a result, the intermediate results cannot be utilized immediately.

In this paper, we investigate the issue of paralleling multiway spatial join on the Spark
framework [28]. The most significant characteristics of Spark in comparison with MapReduce are
Spark’s support of iterative computation on the same data and its capability of efficient leveraging
of distributed in-memory computation for fast large-scale data processing. Spark uses Resilient
Distributed Datasets (RDDs) [29] to restore the persistent datasets on disk in order to distribute main
memory and provide a series of “transformations” and “actions” to simplify parallel programming.
These capabilities have prompted researchers to perform pairwise spatial join on Spark to achieve a
high level of performance [30,31]. However, no studies have investigated in-memory computing for
multiway spatial join, especially in parallelized or distributed platforms such as Spark.

In this article, we propose an effective multiway spatial join method with Spark (MSJS). MSJS
realizes a natural solution of multiway spatial join via cascaded pairwise join, which means that the
whole query problem is decomposed into a series of pairwise spatial joins. Excessive amounts of
intermediate results have been proven to be the bottleneck of a cascaded pairwise join, especially on
the MapReduce framework, due to the high communication cost and disk I/O (Input and Output)
cost. By making full use of the in-memory iterative computation characteristics of Spark, MSJS is
able to improve a cascaded pairwise join and achieve better performance by caching the intermediate
results in memory. MSJS uses an efficient fixed uniform grid to partition the datasets. It then executes a
pairwise cascade join via a cycle of in-memory operations (partition join, nested-loop join, merge, and
repartition). Since the cascaded join reduces the datasets one by one, the whole algorithm resembles
a “global” multiway index nested-loop join [18] in which the processes are in-memory distributed.
The results of several experiments on massive real data have proved that MSJS outperforms existing
parallel approaches for multiway spatial join with MapReduce.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
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1. We propose MSJS, an effective scalable and distributed multiway spatial join algorithm with Spark,
which shows better performance in experiments than previous approaches that use MapReduce.

2. We demonstrate how to take advantage of the in-memory iterative computing capabilities of
Spark to bring the inefficient pairwise cascade multiway spatial join to a high performance level.

3. We reveal that there is a linear relationship between the execution time of MSJS and the input
data volume.

2. Background and Related Work

The pairwise spatial join algorithm is widely used in many GIS applications. The algorithm
is aimed at finding pairs of objects from two spatial datasets that have spatial relationships that
satisfy a specified spatial predicate. Various approaches of pairwise spatial join have been extensively
researched [2–4,14,32]. These approaches can be summarized into two categories: approaches to
develop the optimization algorithms for the single-threaded spatial join [4,14] and approaches to
improve the performance of parallelized or distributed spatial join [21,24]. The approaches to optimize
the single-threaded spatial join focus on two basic steps of spatial join: filter and refinement. Many
classical methods have been proposed to reduce the candidate set by a filter step via sorting or indexing
one or more datasets [3,14,21]. Some technologies have been developed to add a compute-intensive
refinement step to further improve the performance [23].

Parallelization is an effective way to improve the performance of spatial join. Early parallel
spatial join methods focused on fine-grained parallel computing, creating a parallel spatial index, and
traversing the index synchronously to perform spatial join [21]. Zhou et al. [22] proposed the first
parallel spatial join method based on a grid partition. Patel and DeWitt evaluated many partition-based
parallel spatial join algorithms for querying databases, and they recommend clone join and shadow
join [24], which are widely used in recent spatial join technologies. However, few methods have applied
parallel technology to multiple input cases. Modern popular distributed computing frameworks
such as MapReduce and Spark hold great promise for improving the performance of spatial join.
Several studies have been conducted to improve the performance of pairwise spatial join on these
platforms [5,6,26].

Multiway spatial joins, as complex forms of pairwise spatial joins, have been studied for almost
two decades. One natural solution of a multiway spatial join is to decompose the join problem
into a series of pairwise joins and then execute the pairwise joins one by one. In many cases, this
approach results in poor performance. Papadias et al. proposed several methods to approach multiway
spatial joins [11,16,18–20,33]. Their studies show that multiway spatial joins can be processed best
by combining synchronous traversal with a pairwise method such as a plane-sweep or an index
nested-loop algorithm [32].

Recently, a few studies have been conducted to investigate optimizing multiway spatial join on
the MapReduce platform. Gupta et al. developed a Controlled-Replicate framework coupled with the
project-split-replicate notation to handle multiway spatial join queries [12]. Controlled-Replicate runs
as a cycle of two MapReduce jobs. The first job splits the objects by a fixed grid, allocates them in the
same partition to a reducer and then marks the ones that satisfy the conditions of Controlled-Replicate.
The second job replicates the marked objects to reducers by a replicate function and then processes the
multiway spatial join in-memory. A specific strategy is employed to avoid duplicates. The experiments
of Gupta et al. show that Controlled-Replicate outperforms the cascaded pairwise and all-replicates
method on MapReduce.

Furthermore, Gupta et al. present an ε-Controlled-Replicate algorithm that improves on their
previous work via reducing communication costs [27]. In contrast to the earlier Controlled-Replicate
method, the ε-Controlled-Replicate algorithm uses more accurate conditions to mark the replicated
objects. Therefore, the replicate number is much smaller, which can significantly improve performance.
However, both Controlled-Replicate and ε-Controlled-Replicate execute two MapReduce jobs.
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Regardless of the number of marked objects, the input datasets must be read twice and the intermediate
results must be written to disk and then reread. These processes require large amounts of disk I/O.

Hadoop-GIS [34] employed a different multiway spatial join method. The multiway spatial
join method mainly focuses on star and clique joins. The query pipeline and the algorithm for
processing multiway spatial joins are very similar to the two-way spatial join algorithm. Specifically,
Hadoop-GIS extended the two-way spatial join algorithm to process multiway spatial join queries.
Therefore, performance may still be poor due to the large amounts of disk I/O required in the
MapReduce framework.

We propose MSJS, which can overcome the problems mentioned above. To our knowledge,
no previous studies have proposed a Spark-based multiway spatial join method. In MSJS, the
problem is converted into a series of pairwise spatial joins. Taking advantage of the in-memory
iterative computation characteristics of Spark, MSJS can avoid the communication cost encountered
by Hadoop-based approaches. In addition, MSJS involves a workflow of cascaded pairwise joins in
which data redundancy does not increase with the number of join ways.

3. Methodology

MSJS first partitions each dataset using a uniform grid. It then joins the partitions with the same
IDs and executes the pairwise spatial joins in cascade. Using Spark, the intermediate results are cached
in memory for iteratively computing. As the number of input datasets decreases, the execution speed
of the computing processes increases. The R*-tree spatial index [35] is taken to optimize the pairwise
spatial joins; in this way, the overall framework of MSJS is similar to the multiway index nested-loop
join [18].

The flow diagram of the MSJS algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Multiway spatial join with Spark (MSJS).

The major phases of MSJS are summarized as follows:
Phase 1. Partition phase. Calculate the partition number of the uniform grid for each spatial

object in parallel.
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Phase 2. Group partition phase. Group the objects with the same partition ID from each dataset.
Phase 3. Cascaded pairwise join phase. Decompose the multiway spatial joins into a series

of 2-way spatial joins. Then, process them one by one in memory with Spark.
Unlike the naïve approaches discussed in [12], the cascaded pairwise spatial join in MSJS is

efficient mainly because the disk I/O in Spark is much smaller than that in MapReduce. The series of
pairwise spatial joins in MSJS do not perform as a number of map and reduce tasks but rather as a
series of transactions in Spark that are executed in memory.

3.1. Partition Phase

The goal of spatial partition is to reduce the data volume to fit the available memory and perform
coarse-grained parallel computing (bulk computing). In two-way spatial join, a spatial object needs to
be partitioned only into the grids it overlaps. However, in multiway spatial join, the same method
cannot be applied. An example is provided in Figure 2, in which grid tiles 1–9 represent the uniform
grids. Supposing there are three relation datasets (A, B and C) in the domain, we specify the spatial
query as A overlaps B, and B overlaps C. The spatial objects are partitioned into the tiles overlapping
with their Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBRs). Of course, the tuples {a2, b2, c2} are one of the
outputs, but none of the partitions will receive all of them; thus, none of the partitions can handle the
multiway join of the tuples.
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tile 1 and tile 3 receive the whole output tuples.

As discussed in [12], one way to solve this problem is to use the All-Replicate method, which
means that all objects will be partitioned into their right and below grids (e.g., object a2 will be
partitioned into grids 5, 6, 8 and 9). This ensures that at least one partition (partition 9) will receive
the entire output tuples. Obviously, this method is naïve because it requires too many replicates
and may have high communication costs between work nodes during computation. Both the
Controlled-Replicate and ε-Controlled-Replicate methods offer ways to reduce the number of replicates.
However, for in-memory frameworks such as Spark, the storage and calculation of the dataset occur in
memory. Therefore, regardless of the number of replicates, the aforementioned replicate strategy may
occupy a large memory space, which may lead to memory overflows.

To overcome this problem, MSJS takes into consideration the cascaded pairwise spatial joins,
which are fitted for iterative in-memory computation frameworks such as Spark. In the pairwise join
case, we need only to partition the datasets as aforementioned. The “textFile” action is conducted
in Spark to read the files to RDDs that are stored on the distributed main memory for the datasets
stored on the distributed file systems. Next, the “flatMapToPair” transformation, shown in Algorithm
1, performs the spatial partition. Each flatmap calculates the grid tiles overlapping with the objects’
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MBR. Finally, the spatial partition phase returns the pairs of partition IDs and the geometries of each
spatial object.

Algorithm 1: Spatial Partitioning

PairRDD<Partition ID, Geometry>←RDD<Geometry>.flatMapToPair (SpatialPartition)
Input: line: each line of spatial dataset file
Output: R: partitioned objects
Function SpatialPartition (line)
1 R = ∅;
2 o = read the geometry o f the spatial object f rom line;
3 T = obtain overlap grid tiles o f o.MBR;
4 foreach t ∈ T do
5 R← R ∪ (t.getID, o);
6 emit(R);

3.2. Partition Group Phase

As discussed above, the outputs of the partition phase are spatial objects with their partition
IDs. Some objects may have one or more partition IDs. To join the datasets in the corresponding
partition, we need to merge the objects with the same partition IDs into one group. In Spark, we use a
simple “GroupByKey” transformation to group the partitions; then, the objects in the same partition
are merged into a list.

3.3. Cascaded Pairwise Join Phase

This phase processes a multiway join query as a series of pairwise joins. Each pairwise join
(excluding the last one) is executed using the following four steps:

1 Join the datasets that have the same partition ID.
2 Perform the R*-tree index nested-loop join, which includes both the filter and refinement steps

for the pairwise input datasets.
3 Reduce the outputs of the first step by grouping the objects’ IDs of the datasets that will be joined

next. The objects’ IDs already in the joined dataset are merged into a list.
4 Repartition the outputs of the second step to prepare for the next cycle until termination.

We denote the datasets of each pairwise input as R and S, where S represents the dataset that
will be joined next. First, we join both partitioned datasets with the same partition IDs using Spark’s
built-in “join” transformation. As shown in Figure 3, the first and second layers represent the partitions
of datasets R and S. A gray tile means that the partition contains at least one spatial object, whereas a
white tile means there are no spatial objects inside the partition. The results of the partition join are
shown in the third layer in Figure 3. The operation works only on the corresponding partitions that are
gray in both the R partition and the S partition. Partitions with only one or no gray tile are removed
from main memory. Using this approach, MSJS can decrease more disk I/O in the partition phase than
other spatial join techniques with MapReduce [6,26]. The fourth layer in Figure 3 represents the joined
results of R and S. S will be cached in memory in its entirety, but only the IDs of the objects in R will be
merged and stored in a list for each object in S.

Since all spatial entities have been cached to the RDD, MSJS can process the filter and refinement
steps of spatial join synchronously. In addition, the traditional random access of data entity in the
refinement stage, which may lead to high disk I/O costs, is omitted. R*-tree index is used in MSJS to
decrease the duration of the nested-loop join in the filter and refinement steps. We do not review the
R*-tree index nested-loop join here, as this index is well known. The duplicates in the corresponding
partitions are eliminated using the reference point method [36] in the loop. For each output pair, MSJS
holds the objects in S in memory while retaining only the IDs of the objects in R.
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In the next step, the output pairs are further reduced by merging the objects’ IDs in S and the
objects’ IDs in R into a combined list. Subsequently, the reduced datasets are repartitioned within the
same grid as discussed in Section 3.1, and the next pairwise join cycle is initiated until all datasets and
relations are computed. Finally, in the processing of the last pairwise spatial join, all merged IDs in the
combined list are processed via a nested loop to generate the final results.

4. Experimental Evaluation

We conducted several experiments to measure the impact of cluster scale, partition number and
dataset characteristics on MSJS’s performance. Under the same computing environment, we compared
MSJS with three spatial join algorithms designed for MapReduce: Cascaded pairwise on Hadoop
(HADOOP-CAS), Controlled-Replicate on Hadoop (HADOOP-CP) and ε-Controlled-Replicate on
Hadoop (HADOOP-εCP) [12,27].

4.1. Experimental Setup and Datasets

The experiments were performed with Hadoop 2.6.0 and Spark 2.0.1 running on JDK 1.7 on DELL
Power Edge R720 Servers. Each server was provisioned with one Intel Xeon E5-2630 v2 2.60 GHz
processor, 32 GB main memory, a 500 GB SAS disk, a SUSE Linux enterprise server 11 SP2 operating
system and the ext3 file system.

Table 1 shows the TIGER datasets used in these experiments. All files are in “csv” format and can
be downloaded from the SpatialHadoop website [37].

Table 1. The TIGER datasets.

Dataset Abbreviation Records Size

edges ED 72,729,686 Polygons 62 GB
linearwater LW 5,857,442 Polylines 18.3 GB
areawater AW 2,298,808 Polygons 6.5 GB

arealandmark LM 121,960 Polygons 406 MB
primaryroads PR 13,373 Polylines 77 MB

We implemented MSJS on a Hadoop cluster and conducted the experiments on the Hadoop YARN
(MapReduce’s next generation). In Spark’s YARN mode, the term “executor” refers to the tasks in
progress on the nodes, “executor cores” refers to the task threads per executor, and “executor memory”
refers to the maximum main memory allocated in each executor. All these parameters were preset
before submitting a Spark job.
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4.2. Impacts of Node and Thread Number

To evaluate the impacts of the numbers of nodes and threads on the performance of MSJS, we used
“LM (arealandmark) overlaps with AW (areawater) and LW (linearwater)” as the query example. The
number of partitions in this experiment was set to 200 × 400, the number of executor cores varied from
1 to 8, the number of executors varied from 1 to 4, and executor memory was set to 4 GB.

Table 2 shows the impacts of node number and threads per node on the performance of MSJS.
There is a direct relationship between MSJS’s performance and the number of nodes when the number
of threads per node is fixed; specifically, the performance of MSJS increases significantly as the number
of nodes increases. This indicates that MSJS has high scalability. However, as the number of threads
per node increases, MSJS’s execution time first improves and then degrades. Moreover, MSJS reaches
its peak performance at 4 threads per node (the same as the number of Central Processing Unit,
CPU cores). Because both data storage and data computing occupy large amounts of memory in Spark,
an insufficient memory condition may degrade performance or cause execution to terminate.

Table 2. Impacts of node number and threads per node (min).

Number of Nodes

Threads per Node

1 2 4
1 >60 27.68 23.38
2 - 26.32 16.68
4 - 18.65 15.42
8 - - 17.33

4.3. Impact of Partition Number

To evaluate the impact of the number of partitions on the performance of MSJS, we varied the
input dataset sizes from 0.1× 0.5× 6.5 GB to 6.5× 18× 62 GB. We set the number of nodes, number of
executors, number of executor cores, and amount of executor memory to 4, 4, 4, and 4 GB, respectively.

As shown in Figure 4, when the number of partitions is small, there is a large amount of data in
each partition. This may trigger memory overflows or increase computation time. As the number of
partitions increases, an excessive number of duplicates will lead to unnecessary calculation. Therefore,
the most suitable partition is one in which the number of grids is 200 × 400; this partition performs
better than the others. However, as the input size varies, the most suitable number of partitions may
change as well. As shown in Figure 4, when the input size is either small or large, the performance
differences among different numbers of partitions are very small. Therefore, using an overly large
number of partitions or all of the partitions may not be appropriate in these cases.
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with the minimum number of grids determined by several factors such as the number of computing
nodes and the memory limit in each node. It is important to ensure that each node in the calculation
does not exceed the memory limit.

4.4. Impact of Input Sequence

To evaluate the impact of the input sequence on the performance of MSJS, we use three input
groups (PR, LM, and AW; PR, AW, and ED; and AW, LW, and ED) to vary the input sequence for MSJS.
Again, we set the number of nodes, number of executors, number of executor cores, and amount of
executor memory to 4, 4, 4, and 4 GB, respectively. The grid size was 200 × 400.

As shown in Figure 5, different input sequences may lead to different performance for the same
multiway spatial join query. For example, MoSoL and LoSoM in Figure 5a are the same multiway
spatial join query with a different input sequence. As shown in Figure 5a, when the intermediate input
datasets are small, both MoS and SoM are processed rapidly; thus, the performance is only slightly
affected by input sequence. However, as shown in Figure 5b,c, when the intermediate input datasets
are large, performance is significantly affected by input sequence, especially when the size of inputs
has disparity. This is mainly because for pairwise spatial join with Spark, when one dataset is small
(e.g., dataset PR), the performance of spatial partition, partition join and local join is efficient. Thus,
when the two small datasets are joined first, both two rounds of MSJS are small-to-large spatial joins,
which will be efficient for the aforementioned reasons. However, when the smaller dataset is not
sufficiently small (e.g., dataset AW), the performance will be poor, as both rounds of MSJS may take a
long time to be executed. From the results of these experiments, we conclude that an efficient way to
optimize MSJS is to adjust the input sequence such that smaller datasets are joined first.
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4.5. Impacts of Different Spatial Predicates and In-Memory Join Algorithms

To evaluate the impacts of the different spatial predicates and in-memory join algorithms on the
performance of MSJS, we used AW, LW, and ED as the input datasets for the experiments and recorded
the execution time of each phase in MSJS. In addition to the default R*-tree indexed nested-loop join
(MSJS), three other in-memory join algorithms designed for refinement stage of spatial join in MSJS
were compared: the plane-sweep (MSJS-PS), quadtree index nested-loop join (MSJS-Q), and R-tree
indexed nested-loop join (MSJS-R). We set the number of nodes, number of executors, number of
executor cores, and amount of executor memory to 4, 4, 4, and 6 GB, respectively.

From Figure 6a–d, it can be seen that the default R*-tree indexed nested-loop join has the best
performance for all spatial predicates. As the complexity of the four topological analyses of refinement
stage of in-memory is different, for the same in-memory join algorithm, the query “AW contains LW
and LW contains ED” always outperforms the query “AW touches LW and LW touches ED”.
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Regarding the execution time in each phase, phase 1 is consistently the least time-consuming part.
This is because phase 1 involves only calculating the partition number for each spatial object in parallel,
the process has a linear computing complexity and there is no communication cost among tasks.
The execution time of phase 2 is between the times of phase 1 and 3. This phase groups the objects that
have the same partition together; because the objects are scattered on different nodes, a shuffle process
is required to collect them, which results in network communication. The execution times of phase 1
and phase 2 are related to only the volume of the dataset; therefore, they are approximately equal in
the experiments that process the same datasets. Since phase 3 contains a loop of pairwise join and a
repartition process is involved in each round of the loop, this phase typically takes the most time.
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4.6. Comparison of HADOOP-CAS, HADOOP-CP, HADOOP-εCP and MSJS

Using the differently sized datasets listed above as inputs, we made several comparison tests
with other spatial join algorithms designed for MapReduce, such as cascaded pairwise on Hadoop
(HADOOP-CAS), Controlled-Replicate on Hadoop (HADOOP-CP), and ε-Controlled-Replicate on
Hadoop (HADOOP-εCP). For MSJS, we used 4 executors and 4 executor cores. We set executor
memory to 6 GB and the number of partitions to 200 × 400. All tests were run on the same cluster with
the corresponding software frameworks.

We varied the input dataset sizes from 0.1 × 0.5 × 6.5 GB to 6.5 × 18 × 62 GB. Figure 7 shows the
comparison results of MSJS with HADOOP-CAS, HADOOP-CP, and HADOOP-εCP. The performance
of MSJS is obviously much better than the performance of the others. The main limitations of the three
Hadoop-based algorithms are the high communication and I/O costs in the complex computing flow,
which are caused by not only the Hadoop framework but also the huge amount of duplicates during
computation. MSJS reduces the size of datasets by merging the duplicates during cascaded pairwise
spatial join, and it makes full use of the iterative computing advantage of Spark. The results prove
that MSJS can not only deal with massive spatial datasets but also perform more efficiently than other
existing parallel spatial join algorithms reported in the literature.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we propose a high-performance multiway spatial join algorithm with Spark, MSJS.
MSJS can be deployed easily on large-scale cloud clusters. Our experimental results show that MSJS
can significantly improve the performance of multiway spatial joins on massive spatial datasets.
The iterative computation characteristics of Spark enable in-memory parallel cascaded pairwise spatial
join with minimal disk-access costs. By taking advantage of the highly utilized space and the fast
retrieving speed of the R*-tree, each partition executes the index nested-loop pairwise spatial joins
with high performance. With extensive evaluations using real massive datasets, we demonstrated
that MSJS outperforms other existing multiway spatial join approaches with MapReduce that have
been reported in the literature. We plan to develop novel methods in the future to reduce the extra
refinement processes that occur during the cascaded pairwise join phase to improve the performance.
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